Supplementary Information.
Design and parameterization of the mathematical model
Derivation of a quantitative ODE model
In this chapter we develop a mathematical model based on ordinary differential equations.
The light dependent transcription factor PCB-PhyB-VP16 (PPV) is formed by PCB and PhyB-VP16 PCB + PhyB-VP16 PCB-PhyB-VP16 (PPV).
According to Kunkel et al. (1) the speed of this complex formation is saturating for high concentrations of PCB (ሾܲ‫ܤܥ‬ሿ > ‫,)ܯߤ1‬
this leads to a Michaelis-Menten kinetic for the production of PPV
with ‫ݒ‬ ௫ = ݇ , ሾܲℎ‫61ܸܲ-ܤݕ‬ሿ, and ‫ܭ‬ , < ‫.ܯߤ1‬ In (1) the parameter ݇ , was determined to 2.8 × 10
ିଶ

‫ݏ‬
ିଵ . By adding a linear degradation rate ݇ ௗ, we obtain a first ODE for PPV
PhyB-VP16 is produced by the plasmid pKM022 with a constant rate. Assuming similar stabilities of PhyB-VP16 and PPV, it is possible to consider the sum of free and bound PhyB-VP16 to be in a dynamic equilibrium ‫61ܸܲ-ܤݕ‪ܲℎ‬‬ ௧௧ = ሾܲℎ‫61ܸܲ-ܤݕ‬ሿ + ሾܸܲܲሿ = ‫.ݐ݊ܽݐݏ݊ܿ‬ Therefore we can replace ሾܲℎ‫61ܸܲ-ܤݕ‬ሿ with ‫61ܸܲ-ܤݕ‪ܲℎ‬‬ ௧௧ − [ܸܲܲ]. The total PhyB-VP16 concentration depends on the promoter strength and on the pKM022 plasmid concentration. PCB is added at the beginning of each experiment. It is used up for the production of PPV and also shows a linear decay with the rate ݇ ௗ, . This leads to the equation
Depending on the light condition PPV can activate the target promoter. We described the activation of the mRNA transcription The basal production rate ݇ ௦,ோே is due to leakiness of the promoter. The second term is describing the activation process depending on the transcription factor PPV. Without basal production, ݇ ௧ is the maximum transcription rate which depends on the strength of the promoter, the plasmid concentration and on the binding rate of the transcription factor to the promoter. ݇ ௧ is a discrete parameter which describes the light condition. PPV can either be ON (݇ ௧ = 1) or OFF (݇ ௧ = 0). A switch between these two states can be triggered by light. Using red (660 nm) light switches ݇ ௧ to one and with far red (740 nm) light the PPV dependent transcription can be turned off. In the performed experiments the light condition was switched during measurements, therefore ݇ ௧ depends on the time ‫.ݐ‬ Including a linear term to model mRNA degradation we obtain
The output on protein level are the proteins SEAP and VEGF. The measured dynamics of the VEGF concentration show a time delay to the corresponding dynamics of the mRNA concentration. To take this effect into account we modeled the protein synthesis in two steps:
Protein PRE (ܲ ) can be interpreted as the protein itself which first has to pass a preliminary compartment, e.g. the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), before it is available for measurements. Its production is proportional to the mRNA concentration
The protein amount which is leaving the preliminary compartment is described by the term ݇ ௨௧ ൣܲ ൧ leading to
The gain in the protein concentration in the cell culture medium is caused by the amount of ܲ leaving the ER. Because the compartments having different volumes, we have to correct the rate ݇ ௨௧ with a volume fraction
ܸ is the volume of the preliminary compartment and ܸ ௗ the volume of the cell culture medium. The product of parameters can be summed up to ݇ ௧,ாீி = ݇ ௨௧ . Including a linear degradation term we obtain for the concentration of VEGF
SEAP and VEGF are both under the control of the same promoter, but the concentration of SEAP and VEGF is measured in different units, therefore we use two different translation rates ݇ ௧,ாீி and ݇ ௧,ௌா and obtain for SEAP
SEAP is very stable (ܶ ଵ/ଶ > 500 ℎ), thus we can neglect the linear degradation rate.
We assumed exponential cell growth with the growth rate ݇ ௪௧
As doubling time we assumed 14 hours which corresponds to ݇ ௪௧ = 4.95 × 10 ିଶ ℎ ିଵ . The used plasmids are transfected transiently into the cells and are not replicated during cell division. Therefore we introduced an equation for the gene dose (GD) of the transfected plasmids to describe the dilution caused by cell growth. This means the dilution rate ݇ ௗ௨௧ equals the growth rate ݇ ௪௧ . All parameters which dependent on the plasmid concentration (i.e. ‫61ܸܲ-ܤݕ‪ܲℎ‬‬ ௧௧ , ݇ ௦,ோே and ݇ ௧ )
were modified with the gene dose. By setting the gene dose at the time point ‫ݐ‬ = 0 ℎ to one, GD can be seen as a dilution factor.
This leads us to the following system of coupled ordinary differential equations:
with ሾܲℎ‫61ܸܲ-ܤݕ‬ሿ = ܲℎ‫-ܤݕ‬VP16 ௧௧ బ ‫ܦܩ‬ − ሾܸܲܲሿ.
Fitting the model to experimental data
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
To determine the unknown parameters of the model, it was fitted to experimental data. Therefore we write the system in the following scheme:
The first equation is the ODE system Eq. (1)- (8) To model the measurement errors we used the error model
) is a Gaussian distributed error with a relative variance proportional to the simulated observable. The variance of ߳ is then the sum of the single variances
Measurements of concentrations are very often log-normal distributed (2) , which means in first order the error of a data point is proportional to its value. However for small concentrations this is often not true, because it is not possible to measure arbitrary small concentrations and limitation of the measurement methods are leading to an additional constant error ߳ .
With this error model we can calculate the likelihood function for a single experiment j:
The vector = (, ሺ0ሻ, , ߪ , , ߪ , ) of all parameters depends on the conditions of the experiment j.
) is the vector of the measured data in the experiment j at the time points ‫ݐ‬ .
The overall likelihood of multiple experiments is the product of the single likelihoods ‫ܮ‬ over all experiments
‫ܮ‬ሺ|ሻ is the probability of the data given the parameters . The aim of a maximum likelihood estimation is to find the parameter set that maximizes the likelihood function ‫ܮ‬ሺ|ሻ = argmax ሺ‫,(ܮ‬ )ሻ.
Instead of maximizing the likelihood function ‫ܮ‬ሺ‫ߠ|ݕ‬ሻ it is equivalent to minimize χ ଶ = −2 log ‫.)ܮ(‬ For Gaussian distributed errors χ ଶ = −2 logሺ‫ܮ‬ሻ is the sum of squared residuals with a second sum due to the error model:
is equivalent to a least squares problem. The simulation was done with CVODES (3). For optimization we used a trust region algorithm implemented in MATLAB (lsqnonlin) (4) with user supplied sensitivities which were calculated together with the ODE system. To improve convergence and scan the parameters over orders of magnitude the optimization was done in logarithmic parameter space.
To determine the parameter uncertainties in terms of confidence intervals we used the approach in (5) and calculated the profile likelihood for each parameter ߠ
Implementation of the single experiments
We fitted the model to five independent experiments. If not stated otherwise following initial conditions were used:
For the initial concentration of mRNA we used the basal expression at the time point ‫ݐ‬ = 0 ℎ ‫ܦܩ(‬ = 1).
Experiment 1: Stability of PCB-PhyB-VP16 (PPV) in CHO-K1 cells
In this experiment we added at the time point ‫ݐ‬ = ‫ݐ−‬ ௗ௬ PCB to the cells. After one hour the medium was removed and the cells were further incubated in medium without PCB. At the time point ‫ݐ‬ = 0 ℎ the medium was replaced and then the cells illuminated with red (660 nm) light for 24 hours. As initial concentrations we used
The light condition parameter was set to ݇ ௧ = 1 for ‫ݐ‬ > 0 ℎ.
The measured output after 24 hours was SEAP. The observation function was defined by
The experimental data and the model fit is shown in Supplementary Figure 3A .
Experiment 2: Stability of PCB in culture medium as determined by activity of the red light-inducible transcription system In this experiment PCB was incubated for the time ‫ݐ‬ ௗ௬ in medium without cells and then added to medium with cells.
Therefore we used as initial condition for [PCB]
After one hour the cells were illuminated with red (660 nm) light for 24 hours, which means ݇ ௧ = 0 for ‫ݐ‬ < 1 ℎ and ݇ ௧ = 1 for ‫ݐ‬ > 1 ℎ.
The measured output after 25 hours was SEAP. The observation function was defined by 
Experiment 4: Switch-off kinetics of VEGF-mRNA
In this experiment PCB was added to the cells and incubated for one hour in the dark. Then the cells were illuminated for six hours with red (660 nm) light. After this the cells were either illuminated at 660 nm, 740 nm or tetracycline was added.
Tetracycline should show the same effect than illuminating with 740 nm. As light condition we used:
-660 nm: ݇ ௧ = 0 for ‫ݐ‬ < 1 ℎ and ݇ ௧ = 1 for ‫ݐ‬ > 1 ℎ.
-740 nm: ݇ ௧ = 0 for ‫ݐ‬ < 1 ℎ and ‫ݐ‬ > 7 ℎ, ݇ ௧ = 1 for 1 ℎ < ‫ݐ‬ < 7 ℎ -tetracycline: ݇ ௧ = 0 for ‫ݐ‬ < 1 ℎ and ‫ݐ‬ > 7 ℎ, ݇ ௧ = 1 for 1 ℎ < ‫ݐ‬ < 7 ℎ
The measured output is the concentration of VEGF-mRNA in a single cell normalized to the basal mRNA expression at different time points t. The observation function was defined by
The scaling is set to one which means the simulated mRNA concentrations are considered in units of basal mRNA expression.
The experimental data and the model fit is shown in Figure 3A .
Experiment 5: Switch-off kinetics of VEGF
In this experiment we used the same conditions like in the experiment before. The measured output is the concentration of VEGF at different points in time t. The observation function was defined by
This means this experiment determines the scale of the simulated VEGF concentrations. The experimental data and the model fit is shown in Figure 3B .
Fitting results
The estimated parameters and the obtained confidence intervals ሾߪ ି , ߪ ା ሿ with a confidence level of 95% are shown in Supplementary table 1. To perform the optimization one has to define bounds for the allowed parameter range. As lower bound we used 10 ି଼ . Parameters which were fitted to this bound are suggested to be zero. Parameters with infinite confidence intervals are not identifiable by the measured data.
Prediction of the promoter activity
For the prediction of the promoter activity PA we used the function
with the light conditions -660 nm: ݇ ௧ = 0 for ‫ݐ‬ < 1 ℎ and ݇ ௧ = 1 for ‫ݐ‬ > 1 ℎ.
-740 nm:
This function was simulated with the estimated parameter set . The uncertainty in the estimated parameters is leading to an uncertainty in the predicted promoter activity PA. One can translate this uncertainties by simulating the predicted PA for all parameter sets along the likelihood profiles, see (6) for details. The predicted promoter activity is shown in Figure 3C . The shaded bands correspond to the 95% point-wise confidence interval.
Supplementary Table S1 . Decay of PhyB-VP16-PCB and PCB alone (a) Stability of PCB-VP16-PCB in CHO-K1 cells. CHO-K1 cells were transfected with pKM022 and pKM006. At the indicated points in time, PCB was added to the cells. 1 h later the culture medium was removed, the cells were washed once with culture medium and further incubated in medium without PCB for the indicated interval (delay). After one subsequent medium exchange the cells were illuminated for 24 h before quantification of SEAP activity. (b) Stability of PCB in culture medium as determined by bioactivity. PCB was incubated in HTS medium supplemented with 10 % FCS, 100 U/ml penicillin and 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin (HTS complete) at 37 °C, 5 % CO 2 for the indicated periods of time (delay) prior to adding this medium to CHO-K1 cells transfected with pKM022 and pKM006. After incubation for 1 h in the dark the cells were illuminated with 660 nm light for 24 h and SEAP activity was quantified. Supplementary Figure S5 .
hVEGF 121 induced vascularization of chicken embryos (a) Effect of 1 µg hVEGF 121 in a PEG-hydrogel on the CAM vasculature. hVEGF 121 was incorportated in a PEG-hydrogel and applied on the CAM of 9 day old chicken embryos. (b) Control with empty PEG-gels. The pictures are representative still video images of the growing CAM microvasculature at embryonic day 11 following intravenous injection of FITC-dextran (top panels overview; lower panels insets at higher magnification). Markers of an angiogenic response as exemplified by (i) the increased number of the feeding vessels; (ii) a brighter capillary plexus indicating a higher density, (iii) atypical (brush-and delta-like) endpoint patterns (arrowheads) and (iii) their tortuous shape (arrows) are indicated. Scale bar, 500 µm. 
